Abstract. Description logics are widely used to express structured data and provide reasoning facility to query and integrate data from different databases. This paper presents a many-sorted description logic MDL to represent relational databases. We give a translation from relational databases to the description logic MDL, and show this translation completely and faithfully captures the information in the relational database. Moreover, we show that some relational algebra operations could be expressed in MDL.
Introduction
The Relational model is an important theoretic model of database management system. In a relational database, data are manipulated as a collection of relations or tables. In addition, a relational database provides a collection of methods to access the data in tables, and to modify and combine tables by using a set of relational algebra operations.
Description logic is a logic-based formalism of knowledge, focusing on concepts, individuals, roles, and the relationship between them. It is a proper choice to represent relational databases in DL, using its reasoning facility to implement the query of the information in databases, and to integrate different sources of data. There are many papers on represent structured databases in DL. Calvanese et al. [2] proposed a translation from ER-model to a description logic DLR. In this translation, tuple entities are implemented as constants in the model of DLR and the sets of entities are regarded as concepts. Moreover, the values of attributes are also described as constants, and there are concepts for attribute values. Unfortunately, in DLR these two kind of concepts could not be syntactically distinguished. There should be statements in DLR with form "an attribute value a is an instance of entity-concept R", which is meaningless in the corresponding databases.
Similar to Calvanese's work, we describe both the sets of attribute values and the sets of tuples in a relational database as concepts in DL. To distinguish these two kind of objects, we propose a many-sorted description logic MDL, in which the constants of attribute value and the constants of tuples are taken as different types of constant symbols. Similarly, we use different types of concept names representing concepts for attribute values and tuples. Based on the definition of MDL, we shall present a translation to represent a relational database in MDL: from a given database, we construct an MDL model and a knowledge base containing MDL statements which are satisfied in the MDL model. We will show that this translation completely and faithfully captures the information in the relational database. Moreover, we show that some relational algebra operations could be expressed in MDL using concept and role constructors. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we give a brief introduction on relational databases and description logics; in section 3 we propose a manysorted description logic MDL, and give its formal definitions ; in section 4 we present the translation from relational database to MDL, and express relational algebra operations in MDL; in the last section we conclude the paper.
Preliminaries
This section will give the basic definitions on relational databases and description logics. The relational model is an important theoretic model of database management system. We present a brief formal definitions in relational database and relational algebra [7, 8] . Let U be a set of attributes called an universe. For each attribute A ∈ U , we assign a set of values dom(A) called the domain of A. Let dom = A∈U dom(A).
Definition.
A relation schema R on U is a subset of U . A database schema D is a set of relation schema.
Definition. Let D = {R 1 , ...R n } be a database schema, R be a relation in D, and X be a set of attributes in U . An X-tuple t is a mapping from X to dom, such that for each A ∈ X, t(A) ∈ dom(A). A relation r over relation schema R is a finite set of R-tuples. A database d over database schema D is a set of relations {r 1 , ..., r n }, each r i is a relation over R i . We use α(r) to denote the set of attributes of r.
Based on the definition of tuples and relations, we now give the definition of the relational algebra. The relational algebra is an algebra on the set of relations, including several primitive operations on relations. We give the formal definitions of these operations as follows: Given relations r 1 , r 2 and a set of attributes Y , let α(
• the natural join of r 1 , r 2 , denoted r 1 r 2 , fulfills:
• the union of r 1 , r 2 , denoted r 1 ∪ r 2 , fulfills:
• the difference of r 1 , r 2 , denoted r 1 − r 2 , fulfills:
From above we give the basic notions of relational database and relational algebra. Now we present a basic introduction of description logic. Description logic is a logic-based formalism for knowledge representing, focusing on describe individual, concept, role and the relationship between them. We give formal definition of a simple description logic ALC.
Definition (syntax and semantics of ALC).
The language L ALC for ALC contains the following primitive symbols:
• 
The satisfaction of statements are defined as follows:
By adding concept and role constructors, we could extend ALC to some complicated DL systems. In next chapter we present an extended DL for relational database.
Description Logic MDL
In this section we present a description logic MDL for relational databases, then we propose a translation from relational database to MDL, and show that the translation preserves the information of tuples, relations in relational database. Calvanese et al. [2, 3] proposed a translation from ER-schema to DLR. In his translation, a tuple entity is taken as a constant in DL, and entity sets are translated into concepts in DL. For each attribute, there is a special 2-arity role in DLR, whose first component is an entity and the second component is the attribute value of that entity. We use an similar way to express tuples and relations from relational databases in description logic. Tuples in relational database are interpreted as constants in DL, that is, elements of the domain of DL model. A relations, as a set of tuples with the same attributes set, is interpreted as a concept. Like the translation from ER-schemas to DLR, we take attribute values as constants, and for each attribute name there is a role associated. Binary relations on attribute values are also interpreted as roles.
Note that there are two kind of constants, one for tuple and the other for attribute value. Assume that there is a concept R in DL, associated with a relation R in a relational database. For a tuple constant t, statement R(t) means that tuple t is an element of relation R. But for a attribute value constant v, R(v) is just meaningless in the corresponding relational database, though that statement has no syntax error in the traditional DL system. For the similar reason, the role for the binary relations of attribute name, and the role for the tuple-attribute value association cannot be syntactically distinguished.
All of above show that it is necessary to propose a many-sorted logic to distinguish different types of object syntactically. We now present a many-sorted description logic MDL, the formal description is as follows: 
Represent Information from Relational Databases in MDL
Based on the formal definition of MDL, We now present a translation σ from relational database to MDL, which could be divided into syntactical and se- • For each relation r ∈ d and tuple t such that t ∈ r i in relational database, the MDL statement R i (t) ∈ KB(d);
• For each tuple t, attribute value v and attribute A such that • Σ = 1≤i≤n A∈α(ri) dom(A), including all the attribute value in the database;
• I is the interpretation fulfills:
• for each tuple constant t, I(t) = t, t is the corresponding tuple in relational database;
Proof. By induction on the construction of MDL statements, the detailed proof is omitted here.
The theorem above shows that we could use MDL to express the static information of a relational database. We now show some relational algebra operations could also be represented in MDL. Firstly, we consider the set-theoretic operations: union ∪ and difference −. Let r 1 , r 2 be relations in relational database, and R 1 , R 2 be the corresponding tuple concept in MDL. Use the concept constructor , we obtain the tuple concept R 1 R 2 . It is straightforward to show the relation r 1 ∪ r 2 is the corresponding relation of tuple concept ¬(¬R 1 ¬R 2 ). Formally we have following proposition:
Similarly, we have the following proposition:
Note that the above proposition is satisfied only if α(r 1 ) = α(r 2 ). If α(r 1 ) = α(r 2 ), the relation r 1 − r 2 is undefined, while R 1 ¬R 2 ≡ R 1 .
Besides of set-theoretic operations, the selection of relations could also be expressed in MDL. Given a relation r, an attribute A ∈ α(r) and a value v ∈ dom(A), we consider θ A=v (r). Using enumerate constructor {} of concept, we could obtain {v} as a singleton concept of value. It is easy to show the concept ∃a.{v} corresponds to the set of tuple in relational database, whose element has value v of attribute A. According to the definition of selection operator, R (∃a.{v}) is the concept corresponding to θ A=v (r). We could construct concepts for θ A op v and θ A=B in a similar way. We have following proposition:
Proposition. Selection operation could be expressed in MDL as follows:
σ(θ A=B (r)) = R (∃(a b).D A ) .
Notice that the set-theoretical operationa and selection are closed to the set of tuples in the original database. That is, there will be no new tuples due to these operations. We now consider the join operation. Given relations r 1 , r 2 , tuples in r 1 r 2 are differs from those tuples from the original relations r 1 , r 2 : the attribute set of r 1 r 2 is α(r 1 ) ∪ α(r 2 ). Since the domain Δ of tuple only includes tuples which are from the original database, We cannot express the new tuple gained from join operation, like t ∈ r 1 r 2 . Similarly, the rename and projection operations are not closed to tuples. That means without making any extension to MDL, we cannot express these operations.
Conclusion
In this paper we present a many-sorted description logic MDL for relational databases. Based on MDL, we present a translation σ from relational database to MDL, which could be divided into syntactical and semantical parts: given a database d, the syntactical part of σ translate d to a collection of MDL statements KB(d); the semantical part of σ translate d to an MDL model σ(d). This translation is faithful, which means all the static information of tuples, relations and attribute values in database could be expressed in MDL. In addition, we show some relational algebra operations could be expressed in MDL as concepts.
